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Abstract 
Healthcare staff are frequently overworked, as evidenced by the current epidemic, and the stress 

might prevent them from providing the best possible treatment to hospital patients. In response 

to this trend, this project report details some of the daily responsibilities of healthcare staff and 

how a robot may provide support to them. The main focus has been on allowing the robot to 

perform basic activities such as welcome patients or visitors to the hospital, registering new 

patients, and so on, while the healthcare personnel handle the more critical jobs. I reviewed 

literature and did requirements analysis to shortlist the essential requirements to acquire a better 

grasp of these responsibilities. All of the data gathered was used to create a storyboard prototype 

depicting a robot interacting with a patient. The simulation was then run on Choregraphe on a 

virtual robot, and then on the actual robot for better understanding and debugging. 

Finally, I was able to complete the project's aims and objectives while also learning about the 

everyday work in a healthcare setting and the stages needed in implementing a robot in that 

setting. 
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1. Introduction 
 As robotics technology evolves, it is expected that personal social robots will be one of 

the industry's next major expansions. Based on the accelerated progress in this multidisciplinary 

realm and the increasing number of use cases, we can foresee that, robots will play key roles in 

everyday life and will soon coexist with all of us, leading to a smarter, safer, healthier, and 

happier existence for all people [1]. 

 

1.1 Motivation 
 In recent years, there has been a surge in academic interest in human–robot interaction 

(HRI), particularly with social robots. This field is concerned with the identification, 

development, and evaluation of robots and their interactions with humans. HRI encompasses 

computer science, engineering, psychology, and other disciplines concerned with these systems 

and social behaviours. 

During the COVID-19 pandemic, society witnessed robots being used in real-world 

settings and for a variety of applications such as providing information about the current 

restrictions and ensuring a risk free environment: Smart Service Robot (Xiaoben Intelligence), 

and Pari 2.0 (Paaila Technology), using the telepresence feature to connect isolated patients to 

medical staff for regular check-up and remote diagnosis as well as connecting them to their 

family members: James (Zorabots), Temi (Robotemi), some robots like Sanbot (Quihan 

technology), Ninja(Chulalongkorn University), Vita (InTouch Health) could even perform 

patient monitoring functions like taking body temperature, blood pressure, oxygen saturation, 

etc. Robots also found application in transportation and delivery as a result of the pandemic. [42] 

 The lockdown and various measures implemented by countries, such as physical 

separation and isolation, provided an opportunity to use social robots as assistive tools during 

the pandemic, particularly in healthcare services. As a result, social robots played an important 

role in reducing the spread of COVID-19 by performing functions such as monitoring and 

assisting patients and healthcare professionals. Furthermore, research has shown that isolation 

and lockdowns have a negative impact on mental health and wellbeing [2], implying that social 

robots could be useful in assisting and promoting wellbeing during a pandemic. 

Robots could help children cope with chronic sickness by providing instruction and 

encouragement to engage in healthy habits, as well as providing company and comfort to 

youngsters undergoing acute medical procedures. [40] 

 

1.2 Aims and Objectives 
 This project aims to explore how robots can support everyday tasks in a healthcare 

environment, to understand the tasks’ challenges, focusing on interactions between 

visitors/patients and the robot. Based on literature review and research this project involves 

implementing voice interactions with social humanoid robot, Pepper, to work with patients and 

support patients and healthcare workers in their daily activities. This implementation aims to 

reduce the stress from medical staff by enabling the robot to perform the everyday tasks like 

interacting with patients and visitors, helping them with simple things and also keeping them 

entertained, in order to allow the medical staff to focus on more important tasks. Therefore, my 

work here involves selecting user interaction scenarios for Pepper and creating a QiChat 
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Application that enables the robot to perform the tasks. I also made certain that Pepper's 

interactions with the user are not only conversational and cooperative, but also context driven. 

To create the QiChat application I have used Choregraphe, which is a graphical environment for 

programming Pepper, to complete the activities required for this project. 

 

Main objectives of the Application are: 

• Enable Pepper to greet the user 

• Enable Pepper to take and store user’s name and use it in the conversation. 
• Identify the user as a patient or a visitor. 

• Allocate a patient number to a new patient. 

• display options for the user to choose from. 

• Help the user with options like navigation, locating patient, medication record, 

anxiety, and equipment guides. 

• Have small talk with the user if they do not want any help. 

 

 

2. Background 
2.1 Context 

To understand the context better we will explain a fictional scenario, assume you have 

been fatigued and sick for quite some time. Despite receiving phone counselling, you begin to be 

concerned about your health, but you keep thinking about how overworked medical personnel 

are. Despite this, you decide to visit your local clinic, where you are met by a friendly and patient 

co-worker. He asks you about your day, the goal of your visit, while making you feel welcome 

and assisting you with registration because you are a new patient there, which is a tremendous 

relief because you struggle to express yourself sometimes. 

It is nice not to have to register yourself, both to avoid virus propagation from touch 

displays and, secretly, because these current devices are quite difficult to operate. 

You cannot help but be amazed by the speedy and courteous check-in procedure while waiting 

to see the doctor, and you're thankful that the nurses and physicians have such a nice assistant. 

This project not only discusses such a robot, Pepper, but also implements an application that 

allows Pepper to be integrated in a healthcare environment.  

Based on the research, the social humanoid robot Pepper, might perform a variety of 

duties that would serve to relieve stress on medical personnel and provide support to 

visitors/patients by interacting with them. I came across various case studies and publications 

regarding Pepper and its usage and benefits in the healthcare context while doing the research 

for my project. One such Case Study claimed that regular activation of the patient through 

speech, entertainment, and other means could be very effective in Cognitive Activation and 

Dementia Prevention [4]. Other studies and article of research are discussed in the Literature 

review section. 

 

2.2 Pepper 
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Pepper is an industrially produced humanoid robot that was originally designed for B2B 

(Business-to-Business) needs and was later adapted for B2C (Business-to-Consumer) purposes. 

The machine can communicate through body language, perceive, and interact with its 

surroundings, and move around. It can also analyse people's expressions and voice tones, 

triggering interactions by utilising the most recent advances and proprietary algorithms in voice 

and emotion recognition. The robot is fully equipped with features and high-level interfaces that 

allow it to interact with humans in a variety of ways. 

Pepper is 1.2 meters tall with 17 joints for elegant and evocative body language, three 

omnidirectional wheels for fluid movement, approximately 12 hours of battery capacity for 

uninterrupted activities, and the ability to return to the charging station if required. 

                                
(Figure 1. The Pepper Robot. (Image courtesy of SoftBank Robotics)) 

 

SoftBank Robotics was a part of the Romeo project [25] and later the Romeo2 project, which 

sought to develop a daily-life companion humanoid robot capable of providing physical and 

cognitive aid to individuals who needed it. Data on consumers' assumptions about the robot's 

shape, size, and behaviour was also one of the projects' more interesting outputs. These outputs 

revealed that for some day-to-day interaction scenarios, people expect such robots to be taller 

than the NAO robot's 58 cm [26], but not taller than the height of an average person sitting in a 

chair. Simultaneously, SoftBank intended to develop a robot to suit its Business - to - business 

demands, reduce the workload of its employees, and attract more consumers under the 

leadership of chief operating officer Masayoshi Son. As a result, the business made substantial 

progress toward its goal of developing a new generation of humanoid robots, ushering in a new 

chapter in robotics: the development of the Pepper robot. 

The original intended use of Pepper was Business-to-Business, but it was anticipated that 

it would entice and draw consumers. As a result, the business plan included the anticipated 

demand of the Business-to-Consumer market in the coming years. At the time, various advanced 

humanoid robots, e.g., iCub, Twenty-One, ENON (Exciting Nova on Network), COMAN 

(Compliant Humanoid Platform), Justin, Saika, Robonaut, Nexi MDS, MAHRU, KHR, ASIMO 

(Advanced Step in Innovative Mobility), REEM, HOAP (Humanoid for Open Architecture 

Platform) and Wakamaru, demonstrated state of the art in this domain, However most of them 
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were in the experimental stage, at the prototype stage, or designed for Research and 

Development uses. They did not aim for the same design and application goal as the Pepper 

robot, which was to build a powerful, general-purpose, socially interactive humanoid robot that 

could be utilised in everyday life for Business-to-Business and Business-to-Consumer by running 

various downloadable apps. In that context, the initial intended audience concepts aided in 

identifying certain critical design demands for the new Pepper robot, which was designed to 

engage with humans daily using a variety of modalities. 

 

2.3 Pepper in Healthcare 
 Pepper being a versatile, socially interactive humanoid robot find its application in a 

healthcare environment. 

 Medical personnel can monitor their patients, provide rapid feedback, schedule visits, 

and much more using Pepper's camera and personalised healthcare solutions. In this respect, 

medical personnel are not required to be physically present to diagnose their patients or to check 

on those who are currently hospitalised. Infection risk is considerably reduced because of this. 

By allowing patients' families to video call through Pepper, telepresence allows patients to 

maintain a social connection [22]. 

Pepper can not only check in/admit new patients to the healthcare facility but can also 

entertain family members and visitors in waiting rooms as well as the patients. Pepper has a lot 

of activities and information at his disposal, so there's plenty to keep people entertained. 

Pepper and other equipment can connect to each other over a wireless internet 

connection owing to IoT features. Equipment like oximeters, thermometers, and even thermal 

cameras can benefit from this. Robots, as wireless devices, may take use of and integrate this 

technology, allowing them to keep data secure [41]. 

Pepper can also aid children and adults with special needs to overcome anxiety about their 

upcoming medical procedure. In the waiting area, Pepper keeps patients entertained and, as a 

versatile service support, helps to reduce anxiety before a medical procedure. One such example, 

being the implementation of Pepper in the Wuppertal vaccination centres on the Freudenberg 

campus in Germany. According to Tobias Krebber, Head of Wuppertal vaccine distribution in 

Wuppertal: “Pepper means a very positive experience for our staff and our patients. With Pepper, we see the 
benefit in repetitive information service since the same information is given several times a day. Pepper 

communicates this information in a very friendly manner. We have noticed that visitor acceptance towards a social 

robot is very high, and our visitors are readily listening to Pepper. Especially for repetitive tasks, Pepper offers 

strong advantages. With several hundred vaccines per day, a social robot is an asset to give out repetitive 

information so that the staff can focus on other important tasks” [3]. 

 

2.4 Methods and Tools: 

2.4.1 Choregraph and NAOqi 
Choregraphe is a multi-platform desktop application which allows you to create 

applications containing Dialogs, animations, powerful behaviours, such as interaction with 

people, dance, e-mail sending, without writing a single line of code. It also allows you to test 

them on a simulated robot, or directly on a real one, Monitor and control the robot and gives 

you the flexibility of improving behaviours with your own python code. [27] 
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NAOqi is the main software that runs on the robots and controls it. It answers to 

common robotics needs including parallelism, resources, synchronization, events. The 

framework is cross-platform, cross-language, and also provides introspection, which means the 

framework know which functions are available in the different modules and where. 

NAOqi also comes with a few general-purpose modules that are available by default, for 

example, [28] 

• ALTabletService – load web applications, play videos, and manage the tablet itself. 

• ALMemory – get and insert data for ever other module to use. 

• ALBehaviorManager – Start and stop behaviours.  

 Some of these APIs have been used in the project to access the Tablet and to view 

webpages. 

The reason I chose to use Choregraphe was its easy-to-use application and the flexibility 

it offers in order to add your own python code to a behaviour, apart from that, the behaviours 

created with Choregraphe are written in its specific graphical language NAOqi interprets them 

and executes them. Basically, Choregraphe eases the interaction with NAOqi and using it you 

can quickly create animations and programs for your robot that would be way longer to do with 

NAOqi alone. 

 

2.4.2 Storyboard 
 After determining the project's goal and gaining a knowledge of the requirements 

through requirement analysis. Prototyping was the next step in the process. We need to pay 

attention to the four important factors before we start prototyping: people, objects, place, and 

interactions. Paper interfaces, sketches and diagrams, storyboards, physical models, and other 

prototype approaches contain these four fundamental features.  

Telling stories is an excellent way of guiding people through a user experience, therefore, in this 

project, I have chosen to used Storyboarding to prototype the Human Robot Interactions. 

Storyboarding, which is a technique developed from the film industry, is generally used for early 

prototyping, to visualise the user's journey or how people would experience an issue or the 

product.[5] 

Storyboards use a series of grids to tell a story in chronological sequence, and they normally have 

three elements: a specific scenario, images, and a caption. [6] 

• Scenarios: A scenario is used to create storyboards. The storyboard should include a 

brief text summary of the scene. 

• Visuals: Each phase in the scene is represented by a grid of pictures. Each grid will 

incorporate story-relevant details such as the environment's appearance, a speech 

bubble containing the user's thoughts, and so on.[6] A whole tale is created by 

combining these grids. 

• Captions: There is a caption for each Visual. The caption should describe the user's 

behaviour, surroundings, emotional condition, equipment, and so on in a few 

words[6]. 

For this project, I have used Storyboardthat, it is a simple drag-and-drop design tool that lets us 

upload pictures, use scene templates, and customise frames with a single click of the mouse. 
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2.5 Stakeholders: 
The project's declared aim is to reduce the workload of healthcare personnel while also 

assisting patients and visitors. Visitors and patients will engage with Pepper, the robot, to seek 
aid with a variety of tasks, including navigating throughout the hospital, locating patients, 
displaying instructions for using equipment, coping with anxiety, and even just having a small 
talk while waiting for their appointment. 
The primary goal of this project is to reach out to hospital visitors or patients as a general 
audience, while also assisting other healthcare workers indirectly. 
 

To demonstrate achievement of the stated goal, this project will delve into identifying the 

Human Robot interaction scenarios for Pepper, a humanoid robot, and its other features 

appropriate for a healthcare environment, developing and implementing a software application 

to enable the robot to perform certain tasks using the identified features and scenarios, with 

the ultimate goal of easing the workload on the healthcare staff, the application will be tested 

against the 10 usability heuristics and the acceptance criteria for each of the project's 

requirements to ensure the quality of the final solution. 

 

3. Approach 

3.1 Specification 
Healthcare workers perform myriads of tasks every day, however our project only focuses on 

tasks like providing social interaction and surveillance, cognitive engagement, motivating patients 

to stick to treatment regimens, keeping them attentive and cheerful, etc. They can also be used to 

direct visitors and patients within the hospital environment. In general, the project emphasizes 

on how social robots can assist caregivers in reducing their workloads and improving the 

emotional well-being of patients. 

To gain a better understanding of the project's requirements, I have reviewed literature followed 

by a requirement analysis to determine which requirements must be met for subsequent design 

and implementation. 

 

3.1.1 Literature Review: 
Social Robots in healthcare: 

Social robots can engage with humans in both collaborative and intimate situations, such 
as shopping malls, completing domestic and healthcare jobs. Some social robots serve as 
assistants, assisting with duties such as lifting, while others serve as companions and even 
simulate emotions [48]. 
 An article [49] discusses how social robots can help in the healthcare environment, it 
includes in reducing contagion especially because Covid-19 is extremely infectious, the 
employment of social robots can assist limit contagion by stepping in when human-to-human 
interaction is dangerous. It is critical to protect not just patients but also healthcare staff and 
having social robots on the front lines decreases the chance of getting and spreading the virus. 
Social robots can also be used to reinforce Covid-19 guidelines. 
Due to over-stressed healthcare professionals, deploying social robots allows for more patients 
to be seen more rapidly, and initial information may be recorded and saved in a patient's profile 
prior to visiting a healthcare practitioner, saving important appointment time. 
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 Pepper in healthcare protects staff and patients while enhancing service quality in nursing 
homes and hospitals, according to a paper [22]. Pepper has the capacity to remotely monitor 
patients, provide rapid feedback, schedule visits, and has a telepresence feature that allows 
patients' families to video call through Pepper to maintain a social connection. Pepper may not 
only check patients into the hospital but also entertain them and their families by completing 
these tasks. Pepper also works to reduce staff workload and improve employee safety by 
providing social distancing solutions. 
 Reviewing these article makes the application of Pepper seem beneficial in the healthcare 
context as well as justified, where Pepper can be programmed to perform similar tasks as stated 
in the articles. The articles [49] above discussed how introducing social robots can prevent the 
spread of a highly infectious disease like Covid-19 and protect patients and staff members whilst 
performing the duties it is programmed to do. The article [22] discussed Pepper’s features and 
their capabilities which also help towards reducing stress from the healthcare staff. 
 

Social Robots help with anxiety: 
In recent years, social robots have emerged as potential tools for promoting and 

supporting children's mental health [43]. Interactions with social robots have the potential to 
reduce anxiety in both children and adults showcasing the effectiveness of human-robot 
interactions. Individuals with social anxiety experience less anxiety symptoms when meeting with 
a robot rather than a human. 

Social robots can express a wide range of behaviours. These behaviours can be enhanced 
with learning and adaption processes over time, such as during therapy. Because they can interact 
in a non-judgmental, adaptable, predictable, and engaging manner, the social robot's physical 
presence could provide a rich interactive environment, which could promote better participation 
in activities linked with therapies. During the pandemic social distancing had separated people 
physically and had a bad impact on their mental health, this study suggests that a social robot’s 
physical presence can assist mitigate the harmful effects of these scenarios. The study, however, 
concluded that social robots should not be utilised to replace human therapists, but rather as 
tools to supplement and enhance the care offered by clinicians [44].  
 

The articles above have discussed the use of a social robot to tackle anxiety issues in 
patients, the physical presence of the robot can ensure a better participation in therapy activities 
due to the interactive environment that the robot would provide. The article also mentions that 
the patients with social anxiety are more likely to get less anxious communicating to a robot. 
Pepper being a humanoid robot, possess the characteristics of a robot that can be suited to tackle 
anxiety issues, Pepper can interact with user and guide them through therapy exercises and 
Pepper’s behaviour can be adapted to work alongside the patient while they perform the activity, 
keeping the activity interactive and encouraging them to continue the exercise 

 
Welcoming and greeting: 

Social robots can be programmed to perform functions like patient or visitor registration, 
contactless check-ins/outs, appointment scheduling, providing assistance and information, 
preparing and printing prescriptions, and so on. Anthropomorphic characteristics and vocal 
interaction skills are common in social robots utilised for such activities [43]. Therefore, Pepper 
robot, being a humanoid robot having the ability to verbally interact finds its application in tasks 
involving greeting patients and visitors. Pepper can interact with a large number of people and, 
because to his emotional AI, empathetically speak with them. Pepper complies with GDPR 
(General Data Protection Regulation), and data is not retained anywhere, addressing data 
retention and privacy concerns. Pepper could also be an essential resource in the current 
atmosphere. As mask-wearing and social distancing become more common, technologies such as 
robots can assist reassure people that they will be safe. The article also gives examples of how 
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Pepper has been used for greeting visitors to the Marriot Hotel in California and Philip’s Office 
in the Netherlands.[45] 

 
The articles here discuss the application of social robots to welcome and greet visitors, 

how these robots can be entrusted to perform such tasks, and also provides examples of where 
these applications have been already implemented. In particular, the paper talks about Pepper, 
how its emotional AI enables it to empathetically speak with the user, and how it complies with 
the GDPR to ensure the safety of the personal information and justifies that Pepper can be 
trusted to perform such tasks.  
 

Entertainment and Small talk: 
A study looks at how entertainment and edutainment robots have a strong social 

component, and that the robots that provide these services are typically humanoid or semi-
humanoid. Dancing, singing, playing games, reading news, telling jokes and stories are examples 
of entertainment functions, whereas dictating, reading, and playing memory games are examples 
of edutainment functions [43]. 

 Another study suggests that social robots are expected to assist people in a variety of 
ways in the future (e.g., service, work, health) and to accomplish so, they'll need social skills to 
properly connect and communicate with others.  The nonverbal (eye contact, gestures) and 
verbal (conversation subject, speech act count, and dialogue initiative) parts of human-human 
communication mix to create a natural unity. A humanlike robot dialogue behaviour (e.g., small 
talk) could facilitate human-robot communication, based on the premise that a robot's 
humanlike behaviour enables for intuitive engagement [46]. To attain a certain naturalness and, 
hence, acceptance and trust, the verbal and non-verbal dialogue principles should be investigated 
and executed in their entirety.[47] 

 
These articles highlight the entertainment aspects of social robots and what 

entertainment, and edutainment functions a social robot can perform. Pepper robot 
with the ability to perform animations is capable of carrying out the functions listed by the 
article. Another article highlights how robots need social skills to communicate with humans, 
and also discusses how a humanlike robot dialogue behaviour can facilitate human robot 
interactions, but to make the interaction natural and attain acceptance the verbal and non-verbal 
dialogues should be researched. Pepper robot, whilst interacting with a user maintains eye 
contact with the user [16] and the Autonomous life [12] feature allows Pepper to move its arms 
whilst talking to the user. Therefore, providing the non-verbal cues. Pepper can be programmed 
to have a more natural dialogue with the user by ensuring that the dialogue written for Pepper 
makes use of colloquial words and phrases [17]. 
 
 

Conclusion: 
Reviewing the articles, it has become evident that Pepper has been implemented in multiple 
environments before, including care homes and these applications have given positive results. 
Now the discussion is the implementation of these features in a hospital to perform similar tasks 
like checking patients in, helping patients and visitors, helping patients with anxiety, and having 
small talks and entertainment features, whilst ensuring the safety by preventing spread of highly 
contagious diseases. By performing these tasks, Pepper would be able to reduce the stress from 
healthcare workers and enable them to focus on more important tasks. 
 

 

3.1.2 Requirement Analysis: 
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Functional Requirements: 
After carefully reviewing and researching the available literature, I was able to understand the 

essential requirements for this project. I used the MoSCoW method to categorize the 17 

Functional requirements I found necessary and appropriate to be incorporated in this project. 

 

Functional 

Requirement 

Number 

 

Functional Requirement 

 

Acceptance Criteria 

 

 

FR1 

Pepper must greet the user 

before beginning any 

conversation. 

Pepper will greet the user before beginning the 

conversation, when the user says hello on their first 

interaction. 

 

FR2 

Pepper must take the user’s 
name and store it till the 

end of the conversation. 

Pepper will ask for the user’s name and then store it in 
its memory for future use. 

 

 

FR3 

Pepper must identify the 

user as a patient or a visitor. 

Pepper will ask the user their purpose of visiting the 

hospital and then identify them either as a visitor or a 

patient. 

 

 

FR4 

 

 

Pepper must be easy to 

communicate with. 

Pepper will have easy trigger words and responses 

needed from user would generally include one word or 

yes or no inputs. Pepper will use easy words and 

modulated speech for enabling better understanding 

from user. 

 

 

FR5 

Pepper must display the list 

of help options it offers. 

Pepper will use its tablet to display a list of help options 

so that user is able to choose one from the list, alongside 

narrating the options. 

 

FR6 

Pepper must be able to 

help users locate patients in 

the hospital. 

Pepper will allow users identified as visitors to locate the 

patient they are visiting inside the hospital. 

 

FR7 

Pepper must be able to 

help user with Navigation 

around the hospital. 

Pepper will allow users identified as visitors to locate the 

patient they are visiting inside the hospital. 

 

FR8 

Pepper must display list of 

equipment guides available 

with him. 

Pepper will display the list of all equipment guides 

available with him for the user to select from. 

 

 

FR9 

Pepper must be able to 

help patients with 

equipment guides. 

Pepper will help users identified as patients with an 

equipment by displaying guide for the selected 

equipment on its tablet. 

 

FR10 

Pepper must be able to 

view the patient’s medicine 

administration records. 

Pepper will display medicine administration records for 

the user identified as a patient. 

 

 

 

FR11 

Pepper must be able to 

help patient with Anxiety 

issues. 

Pepper will conduct a breathing exercise for a user 

identified as a patient if they are having anxiety issues, if 

the user needs still more help Pepper will ask them 
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cognitive therapy questions and encourage them to be 

mindful of them. 

 

FR12 

Pepper could display 

images on the tablet relating 

to the current topic of 

conversation. 

Pepper will display appropriate images related to the 

current topic of conversation on its tablet. 

 

FR13 

Pepper could perform 

animations to express itself 

to the user. 

Pepper will perform animation on certain points in the 

conversation to be more expressive. 

 

FR14 

Pepper must be able to 

have small talk with the 

user. 

 

Pepper will carry out small talk with the user and switch 

randomly from one small talk topic to another. 

 

 

FR15 

Pepper must always be 

polite in response. 

Pepper will reply to the user politely and try and a 

maintain polite conversation throughout the interaction. 

 

FR16 

Pepper must be able to 

allocate patient number to 

new patients. 

 

Pepper will allocate, new patient a patient number and 

ask them to sign in. 

 

FR17 

Pepper would not contain 

sensitive/personal 

information about patient. 

Pepper will not ask the user or store any of sensitive 

personal information in its memory. 

(Table 4: Functional Requirements Table.) 

 

 

Non-functional requirements: 
Performance: Pepper should not take more than 1 minute to respond to the user input. Pepper 

runs on Atom E3845 processor, a quad core CPU, at a clock speed of 1.91GHz backed up by a 

4GB DDR3 RAM. 

 

Reliability: All the features, including animations and tablet display, implemented by the 

application running on Pepper will work almost every time without any frequent crashes. 

 

Security: This application will not allow Pepper to handle any sensitive information about the 

user, therefore preventing any breaches of secured information, the application, even has 

selective help options for a visitor. For example, only patients can view Medicine Administration 

Charts and equipment guides. 

 

Interface: This application will allow Pepper to display help options, trigger words, list of 

equipment guides and other information and instructions on its tablet screen, allowing users to 

easily access the options available to them. 
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Capacity: This application will handle and store enough information requested from the user, 

which is typically their name, reason for visit, patient number, and responses during small talk. 

However, in the future, this feature can be expanded because the robot can be connected to the 

internet, and a database and cloud can be used to store information more securely, providing 

much more capacity. 

 

 

3.2 Design 

3.2.1 Storyboard prototype 
To better understand different scenarios of Human Robot Interaction, I created a visual 

representation using a storyboard was created. It shows the basic flow of a user interacting with 

the robot at the hospital. It demonstrates the features of the application created and installed on 

the robot, allowing it to greet the user, identify the user, remember the user’s name throughout 
the conversation, helping the user with various things, carrying small talk with the user, and also 

saying goodbye at the end of the conversation. 

 In this project, I decided to explore a number of requirements that I analysed through 

requirement analysis during literature review, however given the time constraints I was unable to 

delve deeply into them and add more features like more small talk topics or help options in the 

robot. The future work section discusses this issue in detail and also explains how this project 

can be extended further to incorporate many more features available on the robot.  

 

The man in the storyboard is representative of a typical user. He has just visited the hospital and 

needs some help with the equipment there and is feeling anxious about using the equipment, He 

wants to take his mind from his medical procedure and wants to have a small chat with someone 

but at the same time does not want to disturb the nurses with their much important work. So, a 

nurse quickly introduces the man with the social humanoid robot, Pepper. 

 

 

 

 

    

Needing help and being isolated in the 

hospital. 

 

Use Pepper 
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(Figure2: Slide 1: Needing help and being isolated in the hospital and Slide 2: User Pepper.) 

 

Greeting User and remembering their name: According to the functional requirements for 

this project the robot has to be polite to the user, therefore when the user initiates a conversation 

with Pepper with a ‘hello’, Pepper responds politely with a greeting for the user qualifying the 
requirement. At this stage, Pepper welcomes the user to the hospital and politely asks for their 

name establishing a connection between himself and the user. Pepper on identifying the stimulus 

(the user) maintains eye contact with the user throughout the conversation.[16] Also seen in this 

slide, Pepper asks for the user’s name, and henceforth addresses the user with their name in the 
conversation and then asks the user about how they are doing, qualifying the politeness 

requirement. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

According to the literature review, new 

patients, or visitor, sometimes feel 

anxious on their visit to a hospital.[21] 

Especially, during the times of the 

COVID-19 pandemic, when people were 

isolated to prevent spread of the disease, 

lead to loneliness and anxiety.[20] 

 

Pepper with the QiChat application 

installed can help patients or visitors 

at the hospital with their anxiety or 

loneliness and at the same time keep 

the work load off the shoulders of the 

healthcare workers allowing them to 

focus on more imperative tasks. [22] 

Greeting user and remembering their name. 

Politeness has been stated as a functional 

requirement for the project which is being displayed 

in this slide. Apart from that Pepper asks for the 

user’s ﾐaﾏe aﾐd address theﾏ with it to ﾏake the 
user more engaged into the conversation. (Using a 

persoﾐ’s name in the conversation helps you establish 

a strong and personal connection with them and 

keeps the person more engaged in the 

conversation.[23]) 
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(Figure 3: Slide 3: Greeting the User) 

Identifying the user: The next step involves identifying if the user is a visitor or a patient, and if 

a patient, are they a new patient or an old patient. Also, according to the functional requirements 

for this project Pepper must be able to identify the user as a patient or a visitor. As seen in the 

slide, Pepper acknowledges the user’s response of ‘feeling pretty good’ and responds by 
informing the user how Pepper is feeling. After that it asks the user if they are a patient or a 

visitor. If the user responds being a patient like in the slide Pepper goes on to ask them if they 

are a new patient and if the user says Yes to it. Pepper would allocate them a new patient 

number and ask them to say sign in to go further with the registration process. Given the time 

constraint, I have used a simple python list to store the patient numbers and when a new patient 

arrives Pepper simply adds a new patient number to the python list and allocates it to them. In 

the future, this can be upgraded to a database which can be connected to other modules and can 

handle more information, discussed in detail in the Future Work section. Upon receiving the 

new patient number, Patient is requested to say sign in and then confirm their newly allocated 

patient number to complete the registration. Once registration is complete Pepper offers 

assistance. 

For a visitor the process involves asking them who they are visiting in the hospital and then 

taking the patient number of the patient they are visiting. Visitors are provided restricted options 

of assistance than the patients.  

 

 

 

 

   
 

 

 

 

 

Acknowledging user’s response and 
identifying them. 

Signing a new patient in and offering 

assistance. 

Pepper ackﾐowledges the user’s reply 
and responds with informing the user 

how Pepper is feeling.  

Asks the user if they are a patient or a 

visitor and if a new patient or an old 

patient. 

 

The identified user is a new patient and 

is therefore allocated a new patient 

number. After confirming the patient 

number with the user and finishing 

registration the user is offered 

assistance.  
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(Figure 4: Slide 4: Identifying User and Slide 5: Offering Assistance.) 

Helping the user: At the end of the previous stage the user has two options, either say yes if 

they need help or say no to go into small talk. In the storyboard, the patient needs help, therefore 

says yes, and is presented by a list of options that Pepper can help him with. In addition to 

dictating the list, Pepper also displays the list on the tablet attached to its chest, in order to make 

sure that the patient is able to select the correct trigger word from the list. 

As you can see, in the slide given below, the patient selects the equipment option and is asked to 

choose from the list of equipment options available with Pepper also now displayed on the 

tablet, given the limited time and medical knowledge, and also considering the safety regulations, 

I have added only the common equipment that people can operate by themselves without 

requiring much supervision like oral thermometer, glucometer, oximeter, etc. As the user selects 

Glucometer from the list of equipment displayed, Pepper proceeds to display the instructions to 

use a Glucometer on the tablet screen. 

This stage qualifies the functional requirement: Pepper must be able to display the assistance 

services it offers, and Pepper should be able to help the patient with equipment guide. After 

displaying the guide Pepper asks the user if they need help with any other equipment, if the user 

says yes, the equipment guide is displayed again, and the patient can follow the same process as 

before. However, if the patient says no, Pepper asks them if they need any other help. 

 

 

 

 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(Figure 5: Slide 6: Display list of help options and Slide 7: Display list of equipment guides.) 

 

Helping with Anxiety: The last slide ends with Pepper asking if the user needed any help, 

 

Displaying list of help options. 

Displaying Equipment guide for selected 

equipment. 

Pepper displays list of help options 

available and then helps the patient with 

whichever option they choose, here, 

Patient needed help with Equipment. 

 

Patient chooses from the list of 

Equipment guide available with Pepper 

and is displayed the Guide. Pepper also 

asks the patient if they need help with 

any other equipment. 

Here, User needed help with Glucometer. 
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the user says yes and selects the option for help with Anxiety. This option is one of the essential 

features of the project. Not only can Robots help reduce anxiety amongst children, and adults 

with special needs during hospital visit, but also encourage them to visit the hospital without 

hesitation. 

“Pepper is my favourite because it can play the saxophone and is really funny. I also liked MiRo’s squishy ears!” 

said Brandon [24], a boy who is taking part in a study at the University of Sheffield that is 

looking into how social robots can help children with anxiety, concern, and distress during 

hospital visits. 

In the storyboard, the patient is again displayed the list of the help options, from where he 

selects the anxiety option. In order to help Patient with their anxiety Pepper asks them to do a 

breathing exercise with Pepper, which involves breathing in gently through your nose for 5 

seconds, Holding breathe for 5 seconds, and then gently breathing out gently through your nose 

for 5 seconds. In addition to the instructions Pepper also gives the user 5 seconds pauses while 

performing the exercise in order to encourage the patient to do it along with Pepper. At the end 

of the instruction dialog, Pepper gives a pause of 15 seconds so that the patient can perform the 

exercise again by themselves. After the pause is over Pepper ask the user if they are still anxious, 

if the user replies Yes, Pepper goes on to ask them three therapy questions used for dealing with 

patients having anxiety issues. 

 

 

 

    
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(Figure 6: Slide 8: Display list of help options and Slide 9: Dealing with Anxiety through a breathing exercise.) 

 

Displaying list of help options. 
Dealing with Anxiety through a 

breathing exercise. 

Pepper displays list of help options 

available and then helps the patient with 

whichever option they choose, here, 

Patient needed help with Anxiety. 

 

Pepper encourages the patient to perform 

a breathing exercise alongside Pepper. 

Pepper also gives appropriate pauses in 

between the exercise to allow the patient 

to follow the instructions. 

Upon finishing the exercise Pepper asks if 

the patient is still anxious. 
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Small Talk Features: At the end of the last slide, When Pepper finds out that the patient is no 

more anxious, politely wishes that their medical procedure goes well and asks if they need help 

with anything else. As seen in the slide below, the patient replies negatively. 

Since the patient does not need help, Pepper initiates the small talk feature by asking about the 

weather today. The small talk is carried on in the adjacent slide where Pepper acknowledges that 

the patient like cold weather and express its views on it. Pepper expresses its views on the 

patients reply to make the patient feel that their response is acknowledged and encourage them 

to go further with the conversation. Then Pepper carries on with the small talk by asking the 

patient another question about their whereabouts. In the case given below, Patient happens to be 

from Cardiff (around here), therefore Pepper tells the patient about his views of the city and also 

how sometimes it rains a lot. Pepper continues the Small Talk telling the patient a joke as in slide 

12, After finishing the joke Pepper asks if the patient wants to hear another joke, on a negative 

response, Pepper hopes they liked the joke and changes the topic by asking if the patient plays 

any guitar, if the user says yes and tells Pepper that they can play a guitar, Pepper joyfully tells 

them that he can play a guitar as well and performs an animation of playing an air guitar. Pepper 

continues the small talk until the patient tells Pepper to “End Small Talk” or that they need some 
help. The small talk feature ensures that the user is kept engaged by continually coming up with 

questions. However, due to the time constraint I have managed to add only a few small talk 

topics, which can be extended in the future with more time in  

hand. 

 

 

 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(Figure 7: Slide 10 and Slide 11: Beginning small talk.) 

     Beginning Small Talk       Carrying small talk 

Pepper wishes their medical procedure 

goes very well. Begins Small talk since the 

patient did not need help with anything 

else. here, small talk starts with a 

question about the weather. 

Pepper ackﾐowledges the patieﾐt’s 
likeness of the cold weather and 

expresses its views on it. Pepper then 

carries on the small talk by asking 

another question, this time, about the 

whereabouts of the patient. 
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(Figure 8: Slide 12: Telling a joke and Slide 13: Continuing small talk.) 

 

Help with Navigation: After Pepper’s performed the animation, the patient again needs some 
help, this time with navigation around the hospital, therefore uses the trigger word present on 

Pepper’s tablet screen. In addition to acknowledging the trigger word and narrating the list of 
help options, Pepper also displays it on the tablet screen. This time the patient selects navigation. 

To provide assistance with navigation, Pepper displays interactive hospital maps on its tablet 

screen, which show an overview of all the floors in the hospital. 

After displaying the maps, Pepper takes a pause for 10 seconds allowing the user to go through 

the maps and then asks the user if they need any other help, to which the patient replies 

negatively. In the slide 15, Pepper politely replies with “you’re welcome” when the patient says, 
“thank you”, ensuring that the “thank you” from the patient was acknowledged by Pepper. 

 

 

 

Telling a joke Continuing the small talk 

Pepper joyfully tells the user that it is 

great that the user is from Cardiff and 

that Cardiff is a wonderful city, but also 

goes on to express some sadness that it 

sometimes rains a lot. 

Pepper continues the small talk by asking 

questions, in this slide, about if the 

patient can play any instrument, and then 

joyfully performs an animation of an air 

guitar after finding out that the user plays 

a guitar as well. 
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(Figure 9: Slide 14 and Slide 15: Need help with Navigation.) 

 

Finishing the conversation: As seen in the previous conversation, the patient requires no 

further assistance and is satisfied with Pepper's work. To end the conversation with Pepper, the 

user says "goodbye," and Pepper terminates the application by saying "bye" and wishing the 

patient a good day. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Need help with navigation 

Pepper acknowledges that the patient 

needs help and asks the patient what 

they need help with alongside displaying 

and narrating the list of help options. 

Pepper helps patient with navigation by 

displaying interactive maps of the 

hospital, gives the patient time to go 

through the maps and then ask them if 

they need any more help. 

Finishing the Conversation. 

When the patient feels they can no longer 

need any help, they can end the conversation 

by saying "goodbye." 

Pepper responds with a bye and wishes the 

patient a pleasant day ahead. 
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(Figure 10: Slide 16: Pepper responding to ‘goodbye’.) 
 

Constraints: The user can interact with the Pepper in a variety of ways. For example, the user 

can be identified as a visitor rather than a patient, or as an elderly patient who does not need to 

complete the sign-in process. The user can give different answers to small talk questions, or he 

or she can choose not to have any small talk at all and instead ask Pepper for assistance only. 

The primary purpose of this storyboard is to highlight some of the project's main features, it is 

only one of many possible scenarios of Human Robot Interaction in this project. The flow of the 

application is given in the figure below. 

 

 
(Figure 46: Flow of the application.) 

 

3.2.2 Pepper’s Autonomous Life: 
 Pepper, being a humanoid robot has certain autonomous abilities to keep it alive at all 

times.[12] 

There are certain Autonomous Abilities like: 

- AutonomousBlinking 

- BackgroundMovement 

- BasicAwareness 
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- ListeningMovement 

- SpeakingMovement 

 

The configurations of Autonomous Abilities are altered by Autonomous Life states. The 

Autonomous abilities are configured in a specific configuration every time ALAutonomousLife 

enters a new State or reinforces the current one (when an Activity starts or stops). 

 
Autonomous Life State 

Disabled Solitary Interactive 

AutonomousBlinking Disabled Disabled Enabled 

BackgroundMovement Disabled Enabled Enabled 

BasicAwareness Disabled 

Enabled Enabled 

Types of stimuli: 

Sound, Movement, People and Touch 

Types of stimuli: 

Sound, Movement, People and Touch 

Engagement Mode: Unengaged Engagement Mode: Fully Engaged 

Tracking Mode: Body Rotation Tracking Mode: Body Rotation 

ListeningMovement Disabled Enabled Enabled 

SpeakingMovement 

Enabled Enabled Enabled 

Mode: 

contextual 

Mode 

contextual 

Mode 

contextual 

(Table 1: Configurations for Autonomous Abilities are determined by Autonomous Life states, as stated in the table.) 

 

AutonomousBlinking: ALAutonomousBlinking allows the robot to blink its eye LEDs when it 

detects or interacts with someone. ALAutonomousBlinking is an autonomous ability which is 

enabled by default when ALAutonomousLife is in interactive state. 

• Begin blinking on a regular basis when it is interacting, i.e., when ALAutonomousLife is 

set to "interactive." 

• When it encounters someone, it begins blinking regularly, beginning with pink eye 

shadows. 

• stops blinking when it is not interacting, i.e., when ALAutonomousLife state is different 

from “interactive”. [13] 

A random time between 1 and 7 seconds separates two blinks. If the robot's eye LEDs are used 

for another animation, the blink is paused until the animation is completed 
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Pepper has 2 sets of 8 LEDs for its eyes.[14] 

(Figure 28: LEDs for eyes.) 

 

BackgroundMovement: ALBackgroundMovement causes the robot to make some minor 

movements on its own. If the robot performs another action, the background movements are 

temporarily halted until the action is completed. ALBackgroundMovement is an autonomous 

ability which is enabled by default when ALAutonomousLife is in solitary or in interactive state. 

[15] 

BasicAwareness: ALBasicAwareness is a simple method for the robot to make and maintain eye 

contact with humans. ALBasicAwareness is an autonomous ability which is enabled by default 

when ALAutonomousLife is in solitary or in interactive state.  

The ALBasicAwareness module allows the robot to be aware of the stimuli that it encounters in 

its surroundings. The robot does not seek out stimuli, but if one is found (along with its related 

position), he processes it by looking at the stimulus's origin and determining whether or not a 

person is present. [16] 

• if yes, Pepper tracks the human, 

• else, Pepper returns to his prior occupation. 

 

 

 

 
(Figure 11: Flow of basic awareness. in Pepper.) 
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ALBasicAwareness is a ‘meta-module’, which means it relies on other modules to provide its 
extra features. 

• ALPeoplePerception is used to ensure that the stimulus originates from a human. 

• ALSoundLocalization is used to detect sound. 

• ALMovementDetection is used to detect movement. 

• ALPeoplePerception is used to detect people. 

• ALTouch is used for touch detection. 

• ALTracker is used to track head movements. 

As a result, parallel calls to these modules from a Choregraphe box should be done with 

caution while ALBasicAwareness is running. [17] 

 

ListeningMovement: ALListeningMovement allows for some minor movements to indicate that 

the robot is listening. ALListeningMovement is an autonomous ability which is enabled by 

default when ALAutonomousLife is in solitary or in interactive state.[18] 

 

SpeakingMovement: ALSpeakingMovement allows the robot to initiate autonomous movements 

while speaking. ALSpeakingMovement is an autonomous ability which is enabled by default. 

There are two Speaking Movement modes available: 

• random: The robot starts a series of small neutral animations at random, one after the 

other. 

• contextual: When a keyword like 'I, you, or all' is discovered in a suitable grammatical 

context, the robot performs some specific animations (for example, he will point at 

himself when he talks about himself). When no contextual animations are identified, it 

starts a new animation at random. [19] 

 

In order to activate ALAutonomousLife, In Choregraphe, you need to click the Turn 

Autonomous Life On button present on the Toolbar. Autonomous Life cannot be tested on a 

virtual/simulated robot and would connection to a real robot. 

            
(Figure 12: Turn Autonomous Life On button) 

 

 

Autonomous Life in Pepper not only keeps it alive but also gives him certain human like 

qualities like arm movements while talking, doing random movement if left idle, and 

maintaining eye contact while talking to the user, which makes it more sociable and keeps users 

engaged in conversation with him. 
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4. Implementation 

4.1 Work Plan: 
In the initial report, I had produced a work plan for completing the milestones to create a 

QiChat application. However, on receiving the feedbacks on the initial report and understanding 

the shortcomings highlighted, I had made some changes to the work plan of the project. 

 

See the table 2 below for an overview of the tasks and milestones. 

 

Tasks / Milestones 

 

Completed? 

 

Date of 

Completion 

Initial Plan  

Yes 

 

   07/02/2022 

Task 1:  

Greeting Visitor/Patient 

 

Yes 

 

   16/02/2022 

Task 2: 

Taking the name of the Visitor/Patient 
 

Yes 

 

    18/02/2022 

Task 3: 

Identification of the Visitor/Patient 
 

Yes 

 

    26/02/2022 

Task 4: 

Help features 
 

Yes 

 

    05/04/2022 

Task 4.1: 

Navigation around the hospital 
 

Yes 

 

    03/03/2022 

Task 4.2 

Locate patient around the hospital 
 

Yes 

 

    12/03/2022 

Task 4.3 

Viewing Equipment Guides 
 

Yes 

 

    20/03/2022 

Task 4.4 

Viewing Medical Administration Record 
 

Yes 

 

    27/03/2022 

Task 4.5 

Helping with Anxiety Issues 
 

Yes 

 

    05/04/2022 

Task 5: 

Small Talk features 
 

Yes 

 

    17/04/2022   

Task 5.1: 

Talk about weather 
 

Yes 

 

    07/04/2022 

Task 5.2: 

Talk about User’s city of residence 
 

Yes 

 

    10/04/2022 
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Task 5.3: 

Talk about Favourite Sport 
 

Yes 

 

13/04/2022 

Task 5.4: 

Talk about Instruments 
 

Yes 

15/04/2022 

 

Task 5.5 

Telling Jokes 
 

Yes 

 

17/04/2022 

Task 6:  

Communicating with nurses to give 

instructions. 

 

No 

 

 

Final Report 

 
     Yes 13/05/2022 

(Table 2: Work Plan.) 

 

 The implementation of these tasks involved an initial programming stage and then a 

simulation stage. The simulation of each tasks completed was done first on the virtual robot 

provided by Choregraphe and then by running the tasks on actual Pepper robot. The functions 

used in the programming of the tasks are given in this section of the report, while the simulation 

of the application is discussed in the next section, Simulation. 

 

Before you begin coding the Application, Choregraphe’s Project Content Panel contains 
the behaviour folder which holds the behaviour.xar file. Behaviour allows you to easily make the 

robot talk, walk, perform animations, etc. it also contains the boxes that are sequentially or 

simultaneously executed.[7] the behaviour folder also contains the Planar Move file which 

describes the movements of the robot in a plane space. A move is made up of trajectories, which 

are made up of many pathways that connect two positions. When a robot performs a planar 

move, it does so one trajectory at a time, signalling a pause between them. Paths, on the other 

hand, are connected constantly within a trajectory, hence they must be constant.[8] 

Box is the basic element of the Behaviors. In this project the main emphasis has been on 

the use of dialog box and python box, other boxes like show image box, show app box, football 

animation box, and switch case box have also been used in order to simplify the creation of the 

application as they provide you an easy way to perform certain tasks without having to write lines 

of code. A dialog box is a box which refers to a Dialog topic.[9]  

Dialog Topic is a set of QiChat scripts, which includes:  

• a DLG file, representing the Dialog Topic. 

• TOP file, containing the QiChat script of language supported by the Dialog topic. [10] 

Python boxes includes Python scripts.[11] 
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4.2 Robot Application: 

The QiChat Application: 
The basic structure of the application contains: 

• The name of the application: HealthCarePepper 

• Icon for the application. 

• the behavior file: behavior.xar and  

the robot’s movement file: move.pmt. 
• the html folder. 

• the translations folder. 

 

 

   

                (Figure 13: Structure of the application.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Icon for the application:  
 

 

 

 

(Figure 14: Application Icon.) 

 

HTML folder: 
The html folder contains all the multimedia  

files for enabling their access on the Tablet  

when called using ALTabletService module.  

It contains the image files needed for Show  

Image boxes and the HTML files and the CSS  

style sheets, or the JavaScript files associated  

with the HTML file for use in the Show App box. 

The figure 14 shows all of the files present. 
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(Figure 14: html folder) 

 

HealthCare.dlg : 
This file contains the flow diagram panel of the application. 

 
(Figure 15: Flow Diagram Panel.) 

 

 

HealthCare_enu.top: 

The dialog box: 

QiChat: 
QiChat is a syntax driven programming language designed for conversations; it is Pepper’s native 
language and is simple and easy to learn. It contains Rules that associate the Human Input (what 

the human says) to the Robot output (what robot says). The three types of rules are User rule, 

User subrule and Proposals. 

concept:  
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(Figure 16: An overview of all concepts declared in the application.) 

 

A concept is a collection of words and/or phrases that all refer to the same idea. For example, a 

list of countries, names, or synonyms for a word. 

They can be used for both human and robot input and output.[30] 

 

 
(Figure 17: Example of use of concept.) 

 

Above given example is one of the many concepts declared in the application. 

concept defines the set of words or phrases available, that Pepper can expect the user to say, or 

Pepper can say as well. Concepts can be used anywhere in the conversation where speech would 

normally go. The symbol “ ~ ” is used for concept call. For example, 

u: (~hello Pepper) ~hello Human!   

Now, in this statement, Pepper can expect user to say any of the words available in the 

concept(hello) declared above and similarly, Pepper could use any of the words from the 

concept(hello) in order to respond to the user. 

 

^rand: In the Robot output, it can be added before a choice []. It enables the interpreter to 

select a valid robot output randomly from the choices given. 

 

choices []: here, contains the list of all valid robot outputs or user inputs. For robot output, by 

default it is executed sequentially but can be set to choose random valid robot outputs using the 

^rand function. 

 

optional part {}: enables the addition of optional words or phrase at the beginning, the middle, 

or the end of the sentence. For example, in the figure 18 given below: 
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(Figure 18: concept for visitor and patient.) 

 

The words or phrases inside the curly brackets represent the optional words or phrases that may 

or may not appear in the user input. 

 

In this project, concepts have been used to provide for Pepper a list of valid outputs to choose 

from as well as help Pepper recognise the user input better. Predicting a user’s response and 
adding them under concepts for Pepper to recognise input from makes the speech recognition 

feature better on Pepper. 

As seen in the figure below, figure 47a does not have words in concept to recognise user input 

from, therefore, Pepper is having difficulties understanding the input. On the other hand, in 

figure 47b the users predicted words have been added to the concept and therefore, Pepper 

recognises them quickly and responds. 

      
(Figure 47: a) Difficulty in understanding input b) Recognising Input.) 

 

 

user rules (u): 

 
(Figure 19: Some of the user rules available in the application.) 

 

The basic syntax of a user rule looks like: 

u:(Input) Answer 

u:(Input) Answer 
A user rule's principal purpose is to have the robot say or do the answer when he receives the 

Input. If the Human Input matches, the topic containing the rule becomes the primary focus. 

 

proposal: 
While rules are activated by human input, a proposal must be triggered by one of the topic 

progression functions given below: 

• ^nextProposal 

• ^previousProposal 
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• ^sameProposal 

• ^goto 

• ^gotoRandom 

• ^gotoReactivate 

• ^TopicTag. 

The progression functions that have been used in this application are ^goto, ^gotoRandom, 

^gotoReactivate, ^sameProposal. As shows in the figure given below: 

 
(Figure 20: Visitor help list dialog.) 

 

proposal have been used in this application in order to divide the robot outputs into sections 

making use of bookmarks to specify the proposal and to progress accordingly, so for example if 

a user is identified as a visitor, they are directed to the VISITORHELP proposal using the 

progression function ^goto.  

 

user subrule (u1, u2, u3, …): 
Allows for the creation of multiple conversational contexts and the activation of rules if and only 

if a principal User rule or Proposal has previously matched. 

The User rules and Proposal are activated first, followed by the deactivation of subrules. 

• The subrules (u1) of a user rule that matches and has a scope are activated; the other 

User rule remains active. 

• If one of the u1 subrules matches, the u2 subrules are activated, and the u1 subrules are 

deactivated. 

• If another user rule matches at any time, the previous subrules will be deactivated.[33] 

To better understand the scope of the rule: 

 
(Figure 21: Anxiety dialog.) 

 

 

Scope of the rule 

u1: 

Scope of the rule u2: 
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Help with Anxiety: 

In order to implement help with anxiety, functional requirement FR11, a breathing exercise has 

been added in the proposal %ANXIETY, which takes the user through the exercise asking them 

to follow along the instructions given in the user sub rules. If the user is still anxious, Pepper 

asks them to answer three cognitive therapy questions, which would help them clear their mind. 

The use of user sub rules provided depth to the response from the user that Pepper can expect, 

as seen in figure 21. For the simplicity in responding, yes and no answers are expected from the 

user, the use of concept for yes and no has enabled Pepper to understand similar responses to yes 

and no, like yeah, “yes please” and “not really” nope, etc. 
 

 

The user rules, proposals, and user sub rule are used in the creation of Pepper’s dialogue; 
therefore, in the implementation of the functional requirements FR14, FR11, FR4, FR1. 

They provide input and output to Pepper to enable it to communicate with the user. 

Since, these dialogues can be written in a way to not only ensure politeness in Pepper’s output, 
helping in implementing the functional requirement FR15, but also the security of user’s 
personal details by not asking for any of the sensitive information, satisfying FR17. 

 

Animated Speech: 

 
(Figure 22: Use of Animated Speech.) 

The above given piece of code makes use of Animated Speech, Therefore, making use of the 

ALAnimatedSpeech module. It allows the Pepper to talk in an expressive way. 

• The ALAnimatedSpeech module receives a text with instructions that can be annotated. 

• It divides the text into small chunks. 

• It analyses the text and annotates what he recognises in order to select contextual moves. 

• Any part of the text that isn't annotated with animations is filled with 

ALSpeakingMovement animations. 

• The module prepares the robot to carry out each instruction so that it can be carried out 

as soon as it is required. This allows for accurate synchronisation of speech and 

instructions. 

• The ALAnimatedSpeech module causes the robot to say the text and monitors the 

speech to launch instructions at the appropriate time.[31] 

The annotated text is a string that combines text to be said with instructions for managing 

behaviours. In the case given above: 

• Pepper simultaneously starts the execution of the 

animations/Stand/Gestures/Hey_1 and concept calls the concept(hello) to get a 

word from the set of options available and also says “welcome to the hospital.” 

• After the text is said, Pepper waits for the animation to finish and then continues 

with the remaining dialog. 
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Animated Speech has been used in this project to perform certain animations like the waving 

movement from Pepper while greeting the patients, as well as playing the air guitar while talking 

about instruments in small talk phase. These animations help in keeping the users more engaged 

and also make Pepper appear more sociable and entertaining. Also satisfying the functional 

requirement FR13, where Pepper could perform animations to express itself to the user. 

 

 

Catching and Storing User input (_*): 

 
(Figure 23: Example Catching and Storing User Input.) 

 

To catch the user’s input, “_” is used, however in the case given above. Since the user’s name 
can be unique and cannot be stored in a concept, a wildcard “ * ” is used alongside the “_“. The 
use of “_*” allows catching any word said using remote speech recognition. Now to store the 

data caught Variables “$” are used. The intention behind storing data is to manipulate or use it in 
QiChat. In the above code sample, I have stored the name of the user, to allow Pepper to use it 

during the conversation and keep the user more engaged. 

User’s name is stored by Pepper to use it in the conversation, this function also helps to satisfy 
the functional requirement FR2, where Pepper takes the user’s name and stores it till the end of 
the conversation. This function also helps in implementing functional requirement FR3, since 

using this function the purpose of the user’s visit is stored, identifying them as a patient or a 
visitor till the end of the interaction. 

 

 

Moving from one robot output to another (^goto): 

 
(Figure 24: Moving from one robot output to another.) 

 

You can use the ^goto function to: 

• Jump to a Robot output containing a specific Bookmark (in a user rule or an 

activated proposal). 

• It can also be used to declare two Human inputs to be equal.[32] 

In the sample given above, the ^goto function is being used to jump from the current robot 

output to the proposal that is bookmarked %IDENTITY. 

 

Bookmark (%): 
It allows you to identify one or more proposals or rules by using a Bookmark. Bookmarks can be 

activated or deactivated. If a Bookmark is deactivated, the sentence is false and will not be said.  

As shown above, Bookmarks are used as a target by the goto function to move the conversation 

forward by jumping from one robot output to another. In the preceding figure 24, 
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%HOW_ARE_YOU is a bookmark that aids in the specification of the proposal and as shown 

in the figure 23, allows the goto function to move from that robot output to this one. 

 

Functions related to ^goto:   

^gotoRandom: 
The ^gotoRandom function is the same as ^goto, except it is used if the same Bookmark is used in 

multiple rules and you want to choose one at random. This function found its usage in the 

application in order to randomly select the small talk topic. 

 

 
(Figure 25: Small talk topic, Place.) 

 

 
(Figure 26: Small talk topic, Weather.) 

 

 

The figures above show two of the six small talk topics in the application. 

%SMALLTALK is the bookmark common in both the proposals, now in order to move from 

one small talk topic to another random small talk topic, ^gotoRandom function has been used. I 

chose to use ^gotoRandom instead of just ^goto to make the small talk a little more arbitrary, 

because the questions asked during the small talk are unrelated, and if the same user talks to 

Pepper again, they might get different small talk topics, which would keep this feature from 

becoming monotonous and keep people interested in wondering what the next topic would be. 

Due to time constraints, I have not been able to add many themes for small talk; however, with 

more time in hand, I will be able to add many more topics and activities to make this feature 

more entertaining. 

 

^gotoReactivate: 

 
(Figure 27: Help option list dialog.) 

 

The ^gotoReactivate function allows you to go to a deactivated proposal and reactivate it. 

A proposal gets deactivated once it has been spoken out by Pepper, in order to use that proposal 

again ^gotoReactivate function is used, instead of simply using ^goto.  
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In this application, ^gotoReactivate has been used when the user needs help from Pepper again, for 

example when they have asked help from Pepper with navigation around the hospital, but also 

need help with their anxiety. 

As seen in the figure 27 above, when the user rule for navigation is in focus, Pepper helps the 

user with navigation around the hospital, after displaying the navigation maps, Pepper also asks 

them if they need help with anything else, if the user says yes to it, ^gotoReactivate function gets 

triggered and the proposal %PATIENTHELP is reactivated, and Pepper repeats the dialog for 

this proposal allowing the user to reselect an option from the list of help options. 

 

The ^goto function along with the related ^gotoReactivate and ^gotoRandom  functions, allows 

Pepper to go from one output to another, especially in the case of small talk and help options, to 

keep the small talk going by choosing random small topics as well as reactivating the help 

options to assist the user with their need. Therefore, these functions play a major role in 

implementing help and small talk features in Pepper, which is satisfying the functional 

requirements FR6, FR7, FR9, FR10, FR11, FR14. 

 

Voice tuning tags: 

\rspd=value\: The \rspd=value\ tag is used to change the speaking rate for Pepper. 

By default, the value is 100, but can be set between 50 and 400 in %. 

 
(Figure 29: New or Old patient identification.) 

 

 

\pau=value\: The \pau=value\ tag is used to add pauses in between Pepper’s speech. The 
value is a duration in milliseconds. 

 
(Figure 30: proposal for second joke in small talk.) 

 

\style=value\: The \style=value\ tag is used to change the style of Pepper’s voice. The 
possible values are neutral (default value), joyful, didactic. 

 
(Figure 31: Use of style tag for voice modulation in Pepper.) 

 

 

The use of the voice tuning tags modulates Pepper’s speech and helps make him more sociable 

and his speech easier to understand, therefore help in implementing easier communication with 

Pepper and satisfy the functional requirement FR4. 

 

Switch Case Box:  
A switch case box can be found in Logic, under the Programming section of the Box library: 
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“Programming” > “Logic” > “Switch Case”. It can be added just by dragging and dropping it in 
the workspace. 

The main function of the switch case box is to tell the robot what to do or say when it 

recognises a specific word or number.  

                                              
(Figure 32: a) Equipment Switch Case box; b) Conversation Switch Case box.) 

 

In this application, two switch case boxes have been used to connect the output from the dialog 

box: HealthCare, to the images needed for display on Pepper’s tablet. Shown in the figure 32 

given above. 

 

 
(Figure 33: Dialog box: HealthCare.) 

 

outputs 

input 
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(Figure 34: Equipment help dialog sample.) 

 

As seen in the figure 34 above $equip_image has been used to trigger the output from 

equip_image output present on the dialog box. This output is connected to the input of 

Equipment Switch Case box which contains a list of numbers that represent a particular 

equipment guide. The Switch case box is set to use Integers as parameter, therefore, when the 

$equip_image is used followed by a number as a parameter, the switch case box recognises the 

parameter transferred and triggers the corresponding output present on it. The outputs present 

on the switch case box are in turn connected to a Show Image box which contain the equipment 

guide image for display on Pepper’s tablet. Therefore, when a Show Image box is triggered by 
the switch case box, the image is displayed on the tablet present on Pepper’s Screen. 
For instance, in the figure above, If the user needs to view the equipment guide for an oral 

thermometer, $equip_image = 1 is triggered, which means that the output from the equip_image 

outlet would be 1, which is the parameter for the Equipment switch case box, as seen in the 

figure 32a, the corresponding output for passed parameter 1 is triggering the oral thermometer 

Show Image box. Therefore, displaying the oral thermometer equipment guide. 

  

Similarly, the input for the Conversation Switch Case box is connected to the output, named 

switch, present on the dialog box. The parameters for this switch case box are also set to 

Integers and are passed in the same way as discussed before. In the figure 34 , the robot output 

for the proposal EQUIPMENT triggers an output $switch = 6. As seen in the figure 32b, the 

corresponding output for the passed parameter 6 is triggering the EGL (Equipment Guide List) 

Show Image box. Therefore, displaying the list of all the equipment guides available with Pepper. 

The switch case boxes in the application helps in the reduction of dialogue flow complexity by 

triggering the required image for the dialogue box. Only one output from the dialogue box is 

required with the appropriate parameter for the switch case box, and the switch case box will 

then trigger the image associated with the parameter passed by the dialogue box. 

 

In this application, the switch case boxes are used to trigger images for the dialogue box, helping 

in the implementation of functional requirements FR5 for displaying help option image, FR9 for 

displaying equipment guides, FR8 for displaying the list of equipment guides available, and FR12 

which involves displaying images during general conversation. 

 

Python box: 
Python boxes are boxes that include a python script. In this project, I have made use of 

only two python boxes that are the patient_room python box and the p_no_allocator python 
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box. These python boxes, at the moment, perform very simple tasks which is locating a patient 

in the hospital and to allocate a new patient a patient number.  

The QiChat script contains triggers for specific outputs present on the outside of the 

dialog box. The output named p_room is connected to the patient_room python box, and the 

output named p_no_allocator is connected to the p_no_allocator python box, triggering these 

outputs triggers the respective python boxes. The parameter for the patient_room box is “bang” 
which means no parameter and is used to simply propagate an event , Whereas the parameter 

for the p_no_allocator python box is String.  

I chose to use Python boxes for using logic and to use and access a python list and a 

python dictionary to access the patient numbers and rooms associated to that patient number 

respectively. The addition of these Python boxes simplifies the process of implementing logic in 

QiChat by allowing us to use our knowledge of Python to code the logic and add it alongside the 

QiChat dialogue. I also only used two Python boxes: one to assign patient numbers and another 

to search the records for the patient's room number. More Python boxes were not needed as no 

extra custom code was required to fulfil any requirement; the other boxes provided by 

Choregraphe were able to perform the tasks. 

 

patient_room: 

 
(Figure 35: OnInput_Input, patient_room.) 

As seen in the piece of code above, the ALTextToSpeech module is being used to enable speech 

through the python code. The ALMemory.getdata() function is used in order to retrieve the 

value of patient_no that was taken from the user in the beginning of the conversation. The main 

goal of this code is to check against the give python dictionary patient_no and inform the user 

where the patient with the certain patient number is in the hospital and if the patient number 

does not match any of the keys in dictionary, then the patient they are looking for does not exist 

or has not been allocated a room in the hospital. 

tts.say() is used to say out the text passed. 

self.onStopped() is triggered when the python code has completed the task and this function 

transfers produces an output and connects back to dialog box. 
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The use of this Python box implements the functional requirement FR6 by enabling the 

application to locate the patient’s room using their patient number. In the code, since Pepper 
takes the spelled-out number instead of an integer value, for example, if you say 2, Pepper will 

interpret it as “two”, instead of an integer value, 2. Therefore, the code first converts the “two” 
using if conditions as seen in the figure 35, and then checks it against the Python dictionary to 

finally use ALTextToSpeech module to say the output. 

 

ALMemory: ALMemory provides a centralised memory and is used to store, and retrieve 

named values. As seen in the figure 35 it is used to retrieve the stored value(patient_no) using 

ALMemory.getData() function. 

  

 

 

p_no_allocator: 

 
(Figure 36: OnInput_onStart, p_no_allocator.) 

Similarly in this piece of code, ALTextToSpeech module is used to enable speech through 

python code. The list pnos contains the list of patient numbers already registered, the main goal 

of this code is to add a new patient number to this list and allocate it to the patient. In the future 

the python list can be upgraded to a database or a file which contains the list of patients and 

Pepper could be used to sign new patient into that database. 

ttts.say() is used to say out the text passed. 

self.onStopped() is triggered when the python code has completed the task and this function 

transfers produces an output and connects back to dialog box. 

 

This python box implements the functional requirement FR16, by allocating a patient number to 

a new patient and helping them sign in. The code checks the Python list for the last entry of the 

patient number and adds to it a new patient number which is then assigned to the new patient, 

the patient is informed using the ALTextToSpeech module by saying out the new allocated 

patient number and then the user is needed to say “sign in” to go further with the registration as 
seen in the figure below. The instruction to say sign in appears on the tablet as well narrated by 

Pepper. 

 
(Figure 48: User identifies as patient interaction.) 
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ALTextToSpeech: The ALTextToSpeech module enables the robot to communicate. It 

transmits commands to a text-to-speech engine and allows for voice customization. The 

synthesis output is sent to the robot's loudspeakers. 

As seen in the figure 35 and figure 36, ALTextToSpeech is used to say out the text created in the 

code. 

It is based on speech synthesizers or speech engines.[34] Pepper uses NUANCE for its speech 

engine. 

 

 

Show App box: 

 
(Figure 37: A Show App box used in the application.) 

 

The Show App box is used to view Webpages. Webpages provide a greater flexibility when 

creating tablet content, but they also pose a risk of increasing the complexity of the application's 

code. In order to display a webpage a “index.html” file needs to be created which contains the 

content for the tablet and it has to be packed in the “html” folder. The Show App box shows the 
application’s index.html. 

In the application, the Show App box is connected directly to the dialog box: HealthCare and is 

triggered using the output webview. 

The function of the Show App box in this application is to display the navigation maps of the 

hospital, therefore when the user selects navigate from the list of help options. The output 

webview is triggered and since the output type is “bang” it propagates the event, which is 
displaying the navigation maps. The navigation maps for the hospital are an in the form of an 

interactive webpage where the user can select the floors he wants to view and see everything that 

is present on that floor. In order to create the maps for the hospital I have used Icograms which 

is an online 3D map designer.  

 

 
(Figure 38: _getTabletService function in the Show App box script.) 

 

As seen the figure 38 above the ALTabletService module is being called and service is being 

created under the variable tabletService, The ALTabletService module is used to enable the code 

to access the Tablet present on Pepper’s chest. 
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(Figure 39: onInput_onStart function in the Show App box script.) 

As in this figure, the loadApplication operation is being applied to the tabletService object and if 

tabletService.loadApplicaiton(appName) is true the application is successfully set and 

showWebView operation is then applied on the object tabletService to view the webpage 

index.html present in the html folder. 

 

Show Image box: 

 
 

(Figure 40: Example of Show Image boxes used in the Application.) 

 

The Show Image box, as seen in the figure 40 is used to display images. The relative path 

of the image should be in the "html" folder. Images are a good, simple way to display simple 

items on a tablet while ensuring that your application is compact and light. In order to fill the 

entire tablet screen, images should be 1280 × 800 pixels. [36] 

In the application, numerous Show Image boxes have been used, the boxes that contain 

equipment guide image are connected to the Equipment Switch Case box and the boxes that 

contain general conversation images are connected to the Conversation Switch Case box. As 

seen in the figure 32. 
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(Figure 41: Set Parameter box for Tympanic thermometer Show Image Box.) 

 

In order to set the parameter of the Show Image box, we need to enter the Image URL of the 

image we want to display in the space provided in the Set Parameter box. The set parameter box 

can be opened by pressing the ‘wrench’ icon present on the Show Image box. 
 

 
(Figure 42: onInput_onStart function for Tympanic thermometer Show Image Box Script.) 

 

As seen in the piece of code above, getParameter is used to retrieve the parameter that was 

entered in the Set Parameter box, if the URL happens to be empty an appropriate message is 

displayed, if the URL is found the showImage operation is applied on the tabletService object 

and the image containing the found URL is displayed on the tablet. 

 

ALTabletService: The ALTabletService module facilitates tablet functioning by allowing users 

to load online apps, display web pages, play movies, and display images, as well as manage the 

tablet like the WIFI and brightness settings. It also serves as a signal link between the web 

application running on the tablet browser and the NAOqi running on the robot. 

 

In this project the use of this module has enabled access to the tablet on Pepper’s chest 
which is used to display instructions, help options, equipment guide lists, the navigation maps, 

and other images during conversations. The use of this module as well as the show image boxes 

and the show app box, helps to satisfy the functional requirements FR5, FR7, FR8, FR10. 

 

Football animation box:  
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(Figure 43: Football animation box used in the application.) 

 

The Football Animation box is an animation box present in the sports section of the 

Entertainment options provided under the Animation boxes of the Box Library. 

Box Libraries > Animation > Entertainment > Sports > Pepper > Football. 

The function of this box is to perform a small animation in which Pepper plays football. It is a 

very simple box and is triggered by a “bang” type output named, footballanim. 

 This box is triggered when the user’s favourite sport is football as well, Pepper does a 
small animation where it throws a football and then cheers. This function also helps to satisfy the 

functional requirement FR13. 

 

Need of the Autonomous Features: 

The autonomous features discussed in the design section, enable Pepper to perform hand 

movements similar to that of humans during the conversation to make the interaction more 

human like, the autonomous features also allow Pepper to maintain eye contact with the user 

during the interaction giving Pepper another human like quality. I chose to have autonomous life 

of Pepper turned on in the project, since it indirectly helps in satisfying functional requirement 

FR4, by giving Pepper certain human like qualities it makes the user feel more comfortable in 

communicating with Pepper. 

 

4.3 Simulation: 

 
(Figure 44: Robot View.) 
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In Choregraphe, a simulated robot runs on the computer, allowing you to test your code before 

running it on the actual robot. The virtual robot provided runs the same application as the actual 

robot, so no new code is required; however, the virtual robot has several drawbacks, which are 

discussed further in this section.  

The virtual robot is launched when Choregraphe starts up and terminates when Choregraphe 

closes. It is dependent on Choregraphe and cannot be accessed through other applications such 

as Monitor. 

It has certain drawbacks like: 

• It is not affected by gravity, and its torso is always assumed to be straight (exactly as it is 

displayed in the Robot View). As a result, it cannot fall or be lied down on. 

• Its joints are always stiffened, and the stiffness can never be set off. 

• It does not have any audition features like speech recognition, recording, etc. 

therefore, it is not possible to test out its speech recognition capabilities or get an idea of  

how the actual robot would react to the voice commands. 

• It does not have any LEDs 

• It has no audio player functions, all the responses from the robot are in text, in the 

chat/dialog box and in the Robot view section (figure 45b). 

• It is not possible to directly interact with it that is using tactile touch, bumper, etc., 

however moving the joint in Robot view is possible. 

• Only way of communication with the robot is through the onscreen dialog box made 

available on Choregraphe (figure 45b). 

• It does not perform any animated speech functions; therefore, it is not possible to test 

out those features. 

• Voice modulation features like pauses in between speech or style of speech can also not 

be tested on the virtual robot.[35] 

 
                (Figure 45: a) Log Viewer; b) Dialog Box.) 

 

 

Testing the application on a virtual robot only gives a rough notion of what the actual robot's 

response will be or if the written dialogues or codes are working properly. For proper 

implementation of the requirements and troubleshooting of the errors committed, simulation on 

the actual robot is required. 

You can explore all of the functionality implemented through the programme by using 

the actual robot. Voice modulation elements, such as pauses in speech, speed of speech, and 

style, can be easily improved, making debugging the overall application easier. To improve the 

application, the voice recognition features as well as the animated speech features may be 

evaluated, and the response time of the actual robot can be observed. 
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During the implementation phase, the code was tested first on the virtual robot and then 

on the actual Pepper robot. 

 

4.4 Issues arising during Implementation 
• During the implementation stage, working on the virtual robot provided for simulation 

did not reap any fruitful benefits and in order to better understand the response the 

application creates, the actual Pepper robot had to be tested. The drawbacks of the 

virtual robot are briefly discussed in the simulation section under Implementation. 

• The default speech recognition feature on the Pepper robot does not understand some 

of the words spoken by a user who is not a native speaker or has a different accent. 

Pepper’s speech recognition engine uses a confidence threshold to understand what 
word or phrase has been said by the user, at times Pepper does not clearly recognises the 

word said or does not have enough confidence in the word recognised to respond to the 

user, therefore the user needs to repeat the word until Pepper gains enough confidence 

to recognise the word. In order to make Pepper pronounce my name correctly I had to 

write “they vaang” in the concepts. 
• In the future, with more time in hand this issue can be addressed integrating the code 

with Google Speech Recognition module.  

• In QiChat, while writing the dialog for Pepper, we have to declare certain concepts 

which contain a list of words or phrases that Pepper can speak or can expect the user to 

speak. Using concept i.e., giving a choice of words to recognize from eases the speech 

recognition for Pepper. However, this involves predicting the user’s response and then 
declaring it as a concept, which can lead to sometimes missing out something a user 

might say as a response. 

• The tablet present on Pepper’s chest has a rather slow CPU, therefore, many events and 
animations are slower than they would be on a browser. If heavy usage of JavaScript 

framework is done, it might lead to a slow processing issue. 

• Pepper uses concept as a list of valid outputs and can only use that list for responses, 

which leads to Pepper having a limited vocabulary. 

 

 

 

5. Results and Evaluation: 
In order to justify the results of the designed application, I have tested the application 

against the 10 Usability Heuristics for Design [39] as well as have tested all the Functional 

requirements against the acceptance criteria stated in the Specification section. 

 

5.1 Usability Heuristics: 

Visibility of system status: 
Pepper at all times displays appropriate images on its tablet that are related to the topic of 

conversation, including providing list of help options, navigation maps, list of equipment guide, 

and equipment guides themselves. 
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(Figure 47: a) Displaying help options; b) Anxiety exercise.) 
 

 

Match between system and the real world: 
Facial expressions, body language, emphasis, and intonations are all delicate signals used in 

human communication. Pepper's face is static, so he can't reproduce many of these details. 

Oral and written languages are different, we do not speak the way we write, therefore using the 

same concept of having an informal and flexible verbal language, Pepper’s speech uses colloquial 
words and phrases to match the user’s language and incorporate familiar concepts of speech, 
instead of using formal internal jargon. 

 

User control and freedom: 
We recognise that humans are prone to making mistakes, thus the app includes trigger words 

that act as an emergency exit for an undesired activity. For example, if a user accidentally selects 

the locate a patient option and instead want to speak with Pepper, they can just say, "Pepper, 

talk" and Pepper will commence small talk. Similarly, Pepper always gives the user the option to 

stop the current task and choose any other feature they want. 

 

 

Consistency and standards: 
Pepper has an informal, human-like method of communicating in order to fulfil consistency and 

standards. Voice modulation in Pepper's speech further strengthens this feature. Pepper also 

displays options on the tablet screen related to the current chat, allowing the user to be certain of 

the correct option to select. 

 

Error prevention: 
There are not many instances in the application where an error might occur, however, when the 

user identifies as a patient, but his patient number does not match the patient number available 

with Pepper, an error occurs, and the user is informed by Pepper that they are not registered in 

the hospital. If an error occurs in the system, for example Pepper failing to boot up, then it is 

displayed in the log viewer box (figure 45a) present in Chorepgraphe. 
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Recognition rather than recall: 
The application enables Pepper to meet this criterion by displaying all of help options and trigger 

words on the tablet screen, As seen in figure 47a, allowing the user to choose from them rather 

than needing to recall all the options or trigger phrases. Pepper not only displays the options but 

also narrates them to the user.  

 

Flexibility and Efficiency of use: 
The application provides for some shortcuts, but owing to security concerns, the user must be 

identified before using any feature on Pepper. Once Pepper enters small talk, it continues to 

generate subjects until all of the topics programmed have been exhausted. The user can fast 

cease small talk by saying "end small talk" and skipping that functionality. 

 

 

Aesthetic and minimalist design: 
While designing the images displayed on Pepper’s tablet, a very minimalistic approach had been 

considered. The images displayed do not contain any excess information and strictly only have 

the trigger words and help options that are present to make it easy for the user to select the 

correct option. 

 

Help users recognize, diagnose, and recover from errors: 
Instance where error occurs is when the user without a valid patient number tries to sign in as a 

patient, In that case, the user is informed about their patient number not being registered and 

asking them either register as a new patient or sign in as a visitor with the valid patient number 

of the patient they are visiting. 

 

Help and Documentation: 
In the case of this project this heuristic has been qualified as the application displays the 

instructions on the tablet screen at all times, especially when list of options are available to the 

user, to make it easy for the user to select the correct option. 

 

5.2 Results to the test of all the requirements against the given 

acceptance criteria: 
See the table below for progress on the requirements: 

Requirement Requirement Description Complete? 

1 Pepper must greet the user before beginning any 

conversation. 

Yes 

2 Pepper must take the user’s name and store it till the 
end of the conversation. 

Yes 

3 Pepper must identify the user as a patient or a visitor. Yes 

4 Pepper must be easy to communicate with. Yes 
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 (Table 3: Result of test of requirements against acceptance criteria.) 

 

 

As seen in the table given above, all the requirements that were stated in the Specification 

section, as essential for this project have been me, as they qualify the Acceptance Criteria 

associated to the respective requirements. For viewing the test, a video demonstration has been 

supplied along with the report. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5 Pepper must display the list of help options it offers. Yes 

6 Pepper must be able to help visitors locate patient in 

the hospital. 

Yes 

7 Pepper must be able to help visitor/patient with 

Navigation around the hospital. 

Yes 

8 Pepper must display list of equipment guides 

available with him. 

Yes 

9 Pepper must be able to help patients with equipment 

guides. 

Yes 

10 Pepper must be able to view the patient’s medicine 
administration records. 

Yes 

11 Pepper must be able to help patient with Anxiety 

issues. 

Yes 

12 Pepper could display images on the tablet relating to 

the current topic of conversation. 

Yes 

13 Pepper could perform animations to express itself to 

the user. 

Yes 

14 Pepper must be able to carry small talk with the user. Yes 

15 Pepper must always be polite in response. Yes 

16 Pepper must be able to allocate patient number to 

new patients. 

Yes 

17 Pepper would not contain sensitive/personal 

information about patient. 

Yes 
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6. Future Work: 
The starting point of my future work would switching from Choregraphe to Python for 

programming Pepper, this change would also involve using a better voice recognition engine, 

possibly, Speech-to-Text API by Google, which uses AI to accurately to convert speech into text 

[37], in order to integrate the API in the future, the coding for Pepper would be completely 

based on Python, as with Choregraphe certain features are inaccessible and also using Python 

would ease the process of integrating the new AI features. 

 In the future, the Python list and dictionaries used in this project to store patient 

information like patient number and patient’s room number can be changed to using a database 
to store such information. Pepper would store all information it gathers about the patient on the 

database, however, to tackle the ethical issue of privacy a security team would be essential to look 

after the database. 

The future work would also involve delving deeply into the application of sensors 

present on Pepper: 

The face detection feature would be used to recognise and remember the faces of the 

healthcare workers at the hospital. This feature would also be used to remember the faces of the 

patients, however the information about the patient would stay in the database as long as they 

receive treatment at the hospital, once they are discharged from the hospital, Pepper would 

unlearn their information. 

The age recognition feature available on Pepper can be implemented to perform tasks 

like getting the age of the user and choosing age-appropriate topics to communicate to the user, 

for example, when in the small talk phase, if the user is a kid, small talk could involve talking 

about their favourite colours, animals or even a small easy game. Whereas, if the user is an older 

adult’s small talk topics could involve talking about the weather, talking about their favourite tv 

show, etc. I would also to be keen to implement AI elements to Pepper robot so that it can be 

more sensitive to people's cultural backgrounds and preferences. For example, with sports, AI 

can be designed to view football, cricket, and rugby as more relevant for UK citizens, while 

American football and sumo wrestling are slightly less significant.  

Features like get mood and get expression would be implemented alongside the small 

talk phase to get a better understanding of how the user’s feeling and enable Pepper to respond 
accordingly. 

In order to implement the feature, communicating with nurses to give instructions, 

which unfortunately could not be implemented in this project, a chat bot can be designed which 

would enable a patient to send instant messages to a nurse or other healthcare staff via Pepper, 

the reason behind adding this feature would be, Pepper being a human creation might at times 

not have an answer or response to something a user wants, in such cases, Pepper would allow 

for sending messages to the nurse in order to help the user.  

The tablet present on Pepper’s chest runs an Android operating system, therefore, an 
android application can also be designed for the robot, which can run alongside the conversation 

with the robot, this would display the all the options available with Pepper just in case the user 

does not want to converse with Pepper or has issues that unable him to converse. The tablet 

would also be used to display the navigation maps, the help list, the equipment guide, which 

would be an extension of the current features. The android app would also be enabling the 

telepresence feature, helping the user connect with anyone around the world via a video call 
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made by Pepper, or can even connect patients to doctor for supervision, this feature would be 

essential, especially in the times of a pandemic when social distancing is advised. 

Future work would also look into using Internet of Things to connect to equipment 

around the hospital, which would even help the healthcare workers besides supporting the 

patients. Connecting the robot to equipment like an oximeter or glucometer via IoT would help 

keep a record of the readings from time to time. 

Furthermore, with a little more time, I would also like to investigate, integrating GPT-3, 

which is a third-generation neural network machine learning model trained using internet data to 

generate any type of text [38]. It can be used to generate outputs from the robot for any input 

given from the user. Given how powerful GPT-3 is with a little experience it can be 

implemented as a chat bot which could come up with answers related to questions about medical 

procedures or medication strategies. Machine learning features can also be implemented where 

the robot would learn from its past interactions, however, the learning would have to be 

supervised else all sorts of pattern could be observed in Pepper’s conversation and some 
responses might not be desirable or appropriate, as politeness is an essential functional 

requirement of the robot. 

To conclude, my future work would look into programming Pepper using python and 

enhancing the current features to help user with all sorts of needs in a hospital ranging from 

holistic support to entertainment. In this section, I have discussed the starting point of my future 

work, which is switching from Choregraphe to Python and ended with discussing the future 

prospects of adding AI and Machine Learning to enhance the functionality of the robot much 

more. 

 

7. Conclusions 
As observed during the pandemic, healthcare workers are overworked and unable to 

respond to each patient swiftly, making it difficult for them to maintain a positive attitude and 

provide the best service possible. Such problems have always existed; they were only brought to 

light when the pandemic struck. Numerous articles and papers discuss how technology is being 

tested as a possible solution to alleviate the stress on healthcare workers; one possibility that has 

been emphasised in numerous articles is the introduction of social robots into hospitals. 

The work presented in this final year project expands on the functionality of Pepper as described 

in the literature and applies it to a healthcare setting. Pepper, a social robot, has previously been 

deployed in care homes, but few hospitals have included Pepper as a solution to their various 

daily responsibilities, such as welcoming patients and visitors at the front desk or even talking to 

patients so that they do not feel isolated and lonely. This project demonstrates how the Pepper 

robot can be used in a hospital setting as well, doing routine activities, and relieving the stress on 

healthcare workers. 

  Features implemented in this project also include Pepper helping the patients with 

anxiety, multiple studies have suggested that interacting with a social robot alleviates the anxiety 

in persons with social anxiety, not only that but also, people feel more comfortable talking to a 

social robot, instead of disturbing a nurse or a staff member to have a conversation with them, 

especially during the times of the pandemic, where the risk of cross-infection is high. Apart from 

being a useful addition to a hospital, this research also provides insight into simple everyday 
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work and outlines the first steps to incorporating robots in these scenarios, using a human-

centred approach to building better and more suitable human-robot interactions. Working on 

this project allowed me to gain a deeper grasp of Pepper and the implementation process. In 

addition, I gained practical experience working with storyboards as well as an understanding of 

how significant and valuable they can be. I learned a lot more about the Choregraphe software 

and the NAOqi framework, which Pepper runs. 
8. Reflections 

It was my first time working on an individual project, and I made numerous mistakes due 

to my lack of expertise. The individual project is vastly different from my prior group projects, in 

which I simply had to play to my abilities and the group members could compensate for my 

weaknesses. However, with this individual endeavour, I had to overcome my flaws while also 

showcasing my finest qualities. As a result, there is still space for improvement in practically 

every aspect of the project, particularly in time estimation, coding the robot's behaviour, and 

writing the report. 

One of the most significant mistakes I would say I had made was to underestimate the 

time it would take to design and debug the behaviour of Pepper as it is a social robot, has to 

communicate like humans, for example, give pauses mid-sentence and wait for the response of 

the user. I consider writing code as one of my strengths, however integrating Python with 

Choregraphe was not that straightforward, especially when it involved writing custom codes. Not 

being able to retrieve inputs from python boxes into the Dialog box did complicate a few parts, 

however, I managed to find my way around the issue during the implementation phase which 

was to only use python boxes for logic and output wherever they were required. Despite the fact 

that the coding portion was more complicated than I anticipated, I was able to complete it in the 

predicted time. 

Furthermore, because it was the first time, I wrote a report on a project entirely by 

myself, I did miss out on writing the key points of the project while I was working on it. As a 

result, by the time I came round to writing the report, many of the details of what I had 

completed on the project were not very clear to me. hence, I had to spend some extra time, 

going back, and reviewing the report again while I was writing it. 

Lastly, in my haste and excitement to work on an actual robot, I did not read all of the 

tutorials and materials on the use and features available in Choregraphe and instead jumped right 

into coding the application. However, after reviewing the materials available I discovered that 

some of the difficulties that I encountered were not, in fact, difficulties. After learning, I was able 

to simplify my code but had to spend waste some extra time improving the code. 

However, now that I have gained experience, I am confident that I will avoid making 

similar mistakes in the future and apply the methods learned in this project to future studies. 

Overall, I believe that this project has been extremely beneficial to me. I chose this project not 

only because I have a keen interest in Robotics, but also because my project had real-life 

applications which would be very useful in a healthcare environment. Simply put, make an actual 

difference. I have gained a more in-depth understanding of both the implementation of my 

individual project as well as knowledge related to Robotics. As for me, it was an honour and 

pleasure to do this project. 
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Appendices: 
 

 

 

      
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     
 

 

 

 

 

 

Needing help and being 

isolated in the hospital. 
Use Pepper 

According to the literature 

review, new patients, or 

visitor, sometimes feel 

anxious on their visit to a 

hospital.[21] 

Especially, during the 

times of the COVID-19 

pandemic, when people 

were isolated to prevent 

spread of the disease, lead 

to loneliness and 

anxiety.[20] 

 

Pepper with the QiChat 

application installed can 

help patients or visitors at 

the hospital with their 

anxiety or loneliness and 

at the same time keep the 

work load off the 

shoulders of the 

healthcare workers 

allowing them to focus on 

more imperative tasks. 

[22] 

Greeting user and 

remembering their name. 

Politeness has been 

stated as a functional 

requirement for the 

project which is being 

displayed in this slide. 

Apart from that Pepper 

asks for the user’s ﾐaﾏe 
and address them with it 

to make the user more 

engaged into the 

conversation. (Using a 

persoﾐ’s ﾐaﾏe iﾐ the 
conversation helps you 

establish a strong and 

personal connection with 

them and keeps the 

person more engaged in 

the conversation.[23]) 

Acknowledging user’s 
response and identifying 

them. 

Signing a new patient in 

and offering assistance. 

Pepper acknowledges the 

user’s reply aﾐd respoﾐds 
with informing the user 

how Pepper is feeling.  

Asks the user if they are a 

patient or a visitor and if a 

new patient or an old 

patient. 

 

The identified user is a new 

patient and is therefore 

allocated a new patient 

number. After confirming 

the patient number with 

the user and finishing 

registration the user is 

offered assistance.  

Displaying list of help 

options. 

Pepper displays list of help 

options available and then 

helps the patient with 

whichever option they 

choose, here, Patient 

needed help with 

Equipment. 
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Displaying Equipment 

guide for selected 

equipment. 

Patient chooses from the 

list of Equipment guide 

available with Pepper 

and is displayed the 

Guide. Pepper also asks 

the patient if they need 

help with any other 

equipment. 

Here, User needed help 

with Glucometer. 

Displaying list of help 

options. 

Dealing with Anxiety 

through a breathing 

exercise. 

Pepper displays list of 

help options available 

and then helps the 

patient with whichever 

option they choose, 

here, Patient needed 

help with Anxiety. 

 

Pepper encourages the 

patient to perform a 

breathing exercise 

alongside Pepper. 

Pepper also gives 

appropriate pauses in 

between the exercise 

to allow the patient to 

follow the instructions. 

Upon finishing the 

exercise Pepper asks if 

the patient is still 

anxious. 

Beginning Small Talk Having small talk 

Pepper wishes their 

medical procedure goes 

very well. Begins Small 

talk since the patient did 

not need help with 

anything else. here, small 

talk starts with a 

question about the 

weather. 

Pepper acknowledges 

the patieﾐt’s likeﾐess of 
the cold weather and 

expresses its views on it. 

Pepper then carries on 

the small talk by asking 

another question, this 

time, about the 

whereabouts of the 

patient. 

Telling a joke 

Pepper joyfully tells the 

user that it is great that 

the user is from Cardiff 

and that Cardiff is a 

wonderful city, but also 

goes on to express some 

sadness that it 

sometimes rains a lot. 
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Appendix A: Storyboard. 

Continuing the small talk 

Pepper continues the 

small talk by asking 

questions, in this slide, 

about if the patient can 

play any instrument, and 

then joyfully performs an 

animation of an air guitar 

after finding out that the 

user plays a guitar as 

well. 

Need help with navigation 

Pepper acknowledges 

that the patient needs 

help and asks the patient 

what they need help 

with alongside displaying 

and narrating the list of 

help options. 

Pepper helps patient 

with navigation by 

displaying interactive 

maps of the hospital, 

gives the patient time to 

go through the maps 

and then ask them if 

they need any more 

help. 

Finishing the Conversation. 

When the patient feels they 

can no longer need any help, 

they can end the conversation 

by saying "goodbye." 

Pepper responds with a bye 

and wishes the patient a 

pleasant day ahead. 
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Appendix B: Images on Pepper’s tablet. 
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Appendix B: Images on Pepper’s tablet. 
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